
YOUR ABM SUMMER 
ROAD TRIP ITINERARY
6 STOPS TO SUCCESS

Road trips bring to mind the open road, wrong turns, and unexpected detours. 
And summer is the perfect time of year to start planning one. Thankfully, if 

you’re an ABM marketer, we’ve got it all mapped out. Whether you’re a 
seasoned road warrior or just getting started, we’ve outlined 6 essential pit 

stops to navigate the journey towards ABM success. Buckle up.

Building a target account list can be intimidating, so start with a pilot. By focusing on an 
underserved vertical, geography, or Account Executive, you can build out a pilot target 

account list using AI or look-alike modeling. We recommend starting out with some 
oldies but goodies and then narrowing it down to your absolute faves. 

MAP YOUR JOURNEY

GET SALES AND MARKETING ALIGNED AND PLAYING WELL TOGETHER. 

CREATE YOUR PLAYLIST

Measure, measure,
measure

Understand your
current performance

Compare to
another audience

Understand your internal “buying committee”

Clearly communicate resources required to execute

Set a revenue goal and make it your rallying cry

Get educated!

Examine trends
and velocity

Take action based
on recommendations

Repeat!

It’s not enough to gas up and go, you’ve got to check in on performance 
regularly and be ready to pivot as needed. The last thing you want is to be 

stranded on the side of the road.
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Understand your internal “buying committee”

Clearly communicate resources required to execute

Set a revenue goal and make it your rallying cry

Get educated!
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It’s imperative to know your audience and to fully integrate your marketing team’s 
campaign planning. After all, friends make the journey more worthwhile. 

Pick the right tread. The wrong tires can lead to disastrous results. Whether it's smooth 
sailing or o� roading, make sure your ABM technology can take you where you need to 

go. Evaluate your ABM technology focusing on 8 key areas:

PLAN WITH FRIENDS
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INVEST IN THE RIGHT TIRES
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CHECK YOUR ENGINE
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Understand your audience Designate a campaign owner

Coordinate a set of programs Initiate sales team follow ups

Measure results (sound familiar?)

Make your ABM strategy stretch coast-to-coast with a blended 1:1 and 1:many approach. 
Ensure your ABM e�orts target your top strategic accounts alongside the thousands of 

target accounts. 

MASTER THE ROAD
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NOW ENTERING #ABMEXPERT. 
POPULATION: 2,000 MARKETERS
AND COUNTING

Interested in learning more? Check out ABM Certification. With 3 tracks ranging from 
Foundations to Expert, there’s a road map for every marketer. Learn more about ABM 

Certification & summertime resources below. 

REGISTER FOR ANY CERTIFICATION LEVEL USING ABMPRO40 FOR 40% OFF.
DEMANDBASE.COM/SUMMER-OF-ABM
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Account Selection

Audience Management Advertising

Website Personalization Sales Intelligence

Reporting & Analytics

Vendor Onboarding & Support Infrastructure


